The admission test consists of a multiple choice test comprising 36 questions; for each question the candidate must indicate only one solution among 3 possibilities. One and only one of the answers suggested is correct. The test is passed if at least 24 correct answers are given.

Test duration will be communicated by the Commission.

The subject areas of the questions are defined by the following list of topics.

**AUTOMATICA (9 questions)**

**Syllabus:**
1) State-space representation of linear systems: basic properties and stability analysis
2) Linearization of a nonlinear system around an equilibrium
3) Transfer function: definition and properties
4) Step response of first and second order linear systems
5) Frequency response: definition and properties
6) Bode plots and their asymptotic approximations
7) Block diagrams: definition and transformations. Structure of a control system.
8) Stability of closed-loop systems: Bode stability criterion and characteristic equation
9) Sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions: definitions and properties
10) Performance analysis of closed-loop systems

**DATA BASES & OPERATING SYSTEMS (9 questions)**

**Syllabus:**
1) DBMS and data bases: architecture, schemes, data models
2) The relational model: relations, keys, constraints, functional dependencies
3) Relational algebra: set and relational operators, expressions
4) The conceptual data model Entity Relationship Attribute
5) The SQL language
6) Process Scheduling
7) Process Synchronization
8) Virtual memory
9) Security
10) Deadlock

**PROGRAMMING (9 questions)**

**Syllabus:**
1) Algorithms and flowcharts
2) Data types of the C language
3) The recursion
4) Numerical data representation, conversion and processing
5) The registers of a processing unit (CPU)
6) Data types, classes and objects: definitions and usage in the Object Oriented Programming
7) Variables, allocation, scope and lifetime lifetime
8) Notions of methods overloading and overriding
9) Software development techniques (cascade, incremental, prototyping)
10) Methodologies for design and analysis of software applications
HARDWARE SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS

1) Computers arithmetic and architecture
2) CPU architecture
3) MIPS assembly language and correspondent SPIM development environment
4) Computer networks and Internet: circuit switching and packet switching, protocol layers and service models, TCP/IP model, delay and loss in packet-switched networks
5) Internet routing: IPv4 addressing, IPv4 datagram format, routing algorithms
6) Transport layer: multiplexing and demultiplexing, UDP and TCP protocols, flow control, and congestion control in TCP
7) Optimum two-level combinational network synthesis for incompletely specified functions
8) Analysis of an asynchronous sequential network; analysis of a synchronous sequential network
9) Fixed point relative number representations and their conversion among different formats
10) Fixed point relative number multiplication and division algorithms
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